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  Teaching strategy is the activity who already prepare by the teacher before 

start to teach in classroom. That is why teaching strategy is important for the 

teacher. Because when the teacher have good strategy, it can makes the students 

have fun to study. To makes the students have interest in study is difficult. Every 

students is different, there is dilligent students and also there is lazy students. but 

sometimes the students don’t have interest in study because they have problem in 

their life. And for solve the students problem and makes the students have interest 

in study, a teacher must have a good strategy. Teaching strategy is influence for the 

students. If the students likes teaching strategy who used by the teacher, it can 

makes the students enjoy in study and have interest in study. 

  In the movie, the researcher find 2 problems. The first, The students problem 

and the strategy who used by Erin to solve the students problem in Freedom writers 

movie. It means how the teacher solve the students problem and makes the students 

have interest in study. The students have a problems and don’t have interest in 

study. So the teacher must have the strategy to solve the students problem and 

makes them have interest in study. So they can graduate with high score 

  In this research, the researcher used qualitative as anapproach of this 

research and library as a kind of the research. The researcher used third instrument 

in collectic the data; watching a movie, find the data need (the students problem 

and teaching strategy whoused by Erin as a teacher) and the last, write it on the 

paper. The analysis taken by the researcher at the researcher’s house. The researcher 

watching a movie to get the data and do an anlysis. Then, the researcher used 

triangulation of data source in checking the validity of data. 

  Based on the result of the analysis, the students problem are about gang 

violence and rasism. The strategy who used by Erin is gaining attention. This 

strategy can solve the students problem and makes they have interest in study. There 

are some steps of gaining attention who used Erin. The first step is Erin tell what 

the topic about. But when it is not work and the students still don’t listen a teacher, 

the teacher can do the next steps. The teacher used a provocative picture, a brief 

game in teaching. This strategy ofcourse will make they feel interest and listen what 

the teacher say. Then, the next step the teacher can used telling story as a strategy. 

So in gaining attention there 3 steps who can used a strategy to solve the students 

problem. Gaining attention is like a strategy to do approach with the students. so 

the students feel like they have someone who listen and understand them. It can 

makes the students likes how the teacher teach and enjoy to study in class.  

  This research expected to be useful for the reader and the researcher in the 

future. The researcher will accept good suggestions and constructive criticism to 

make this thesis perfect.  



 


